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My cock has an appetite. A huge and very particular appetite: blond, curvy, and preferably not a

fucking liar... (Although that's a story for another day.) As a high-profile lawyer, I don't have time to

waste on relationships, so I fulfill my needs by anonymously chatting and sleeping with women I

meet online. My rules are simple: one dinner. One night. No repeats. This is only casual sex.

Nothing more. Nothing less. At least it was until Alyssa... She was supposed to be a 27-year-old

lawyer, a book hoarder, and completely unattractive. She was supposed to be someone I shared

law advice with late at night, someone I could trust with details of my weekly escapades. But then

she came into my firm for an interview--a college-intern interview--and everything fucking

changed....
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The very first series I read from Whitney and absolutely fell in love with Andrew and Aubrey. He was

absolute perfection of an Alpha male, sexy, hot, and oh so smart when he's in his element as an

attorney. Loved the witty banter and the email messages between the two characters at the

beginning. I've read this series at least 3 or 4 times and is always my go to when I feel like reading

something so good and so sexy. I love the writing style and Whitney's characters are strong yet

vulnerable beneath that confident exterior. Goes for both H/H. Andrew is one hell of a sexy,

arrogant, confident, smart guy with a dirty mouth to match. Boy the things that comes out of his

mouth just makes you want your lose your panties for him, Haha!!! As for Aubrey, her character is

strong and she pursues her life dream of being a dancer and reaches her goal on her own without



the support of her parents. Andrew may not shows that he cares, but beneath that exterior is a man

with a big heart. Without giving much away, lets just say things from his past makes him who he is

presently, arrogant. But when they do get together, it's not one easy ride and this is where

Whitney's writing excel further. Her characters has chemistry off the charts and she perfectly

weaves their story together. Highly, highly recommend this series.

Andrew finds it hard to trust, haunted by his past has him pushing everyone away and not being

able to trust or love anyone the way he once did.Aubrey is a ballerina at heart and about to be come

an assistant at a law firm, joining up to a lawyer web chat has her finding a man that she instantly

connects with but she's about to find out how much that one man can change her world

completely.Watching this pair on their journey is one of the most interesting and exciting thing I have

ever experienced. At some points I thought my heart was being ripped out of my chest with how sad

it got. This series made me feel so much, the smile on my face and the laughter that escaped was

absolutely incredible. I LOVE when a book can bring these emotions out of me so simply.The drama

they go through brings them to where they are at the end and although some parts are heart

breaking it was needed for them to get where they currently are and that's just perfect, I love a good

HEA! There was so many twists and turns that I actually couldn't see a HEA at the end but BOOM

there was one and it was absolutely adorable.So super happy I came across these books, I'll

definitely be reading more from this author.

Great series! I read Naughty Boss by this author and immediately downloaded this series next

because I love this author's storytelling! The characters grabbed me from the start and didn't let go!

I loved the chemistry, the amount of angst, and the little bit of mystery. I appreciated that it was told

in dual POV which helped me connect with the story. I am also glad I read this way after it was

released because I am not a fan of cliffhangers...you can't just read the 1st book! It was all wrapped

up nicely at the end of book 3...I enjoyed the epilogue! I look forward to reading more from this

author!

I read episode one in an anthology and I was hooked. This story has some amazing characters and

I enjoyed getting to know those backstory and world. The main characters were fantastically

developed and had great chemistry. The way that the background of why and how they acted was

perfectly placed in the story and had me changing my opinions of them and their relationship

constantly. I think the brightest shock to me was at first my dislike for Jessica and how much I



enjoyed her role and character by the end.

I read these in one day! I loved the relationship between Thoreau and Alyssa (who by the way are

BOTH liars) as much as the relationship between Andrew and Aubrey.My heart broke right along

with the characters. There were parts I wanted to smack them both and tell them to wake up and

smell the coffee (that Aubrey spit in or spilled on Andrews pants) Not only will you need a tissue, at

times you may need a clean pair of panties. The sex in this book is HOT!Along with the hot sex and

angst is some very well written banter that makes you laugh out loud. The story is engaging and

there really is no dull moments. With dual POV you get the whole story and it is mostly complete. I

would have loved an epilogue I am kinda a sucker for those.Great read and look forward to anything

else Ms. Williams publishes!

OMG.. My life has been on hold for the past day. I could not put this book down. I think the author

done a fantastic job. More erotic books please!!, I laughed, I cried, I smiled, it was very emotional.I

don't know how anyone could dislike this book, ( well, if you don't like steamy sex scenes, don't read

this book). I will say I didn't like how some of the chapters unfolded, but that's just my personal

preference... I think Andrew really was an arse at times, but it couldn't help but love him. Both

Andrew and Aubrey were beautiful together. I recommend buying the trilogy in one read because

you will not want to waste a minute going from book to book. If you are a fifty shades of grey fan,

you will enjoy this (no BDSM) and not as much sex, but still a wonderful story.
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